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play on the road 
See story on 












Clara  Chien 
Spartan Duly Staff Writer 
Reading, writing and 
arithmetic have traditionally 
been the essential ingredi-
ents 
for a good education. At 
SJSU, ethnic studies may 




dent senator for the Acade-
mic Senate, informed stu-
dents, faculty and the public 
this week about two ethnic 
studies hearings that will be 









Almaden room on Wednes-
day Nov. 17 at 11:30 am.
 and 
Thursday Nov. 18 at 3 p.m. 
Kenneth Peter, UCRC 
chairman, said the 
UCRC  
and the board 
of
 general 
studies are reviewing the pro-
posal and will be advising the 
Academic 
Senate on 
whether to make ethnic 
studies a graduation require-
ment. 
The board of general 
studies and 
UCRC commit-
tees are made 






 is composed 





The board of general studies 







hearings  will 
allow the UCRC to compile 
student and faculty view-
points on implementing an 





such as Nicole Padel-
Ian, A.S. director 
of 





Puryear said the 
demand for ethnic studies as 
a graduation requirement 
arose last spring when stu-
dents petitioned and wrote 
letters, asking for a mandato-
ry ethnic studies class. 
Padellan, 
along  with 
Dwayne
 Hearn, a graduate 
student in communications, 
drew up the student resolu-
tion. Earlier
 this semester, 
Padellan told the Spartan 
Daily that she felt the cur-
See 
STUDIES  









Spartan  Dads Staff 
Writer 
After 10 to 15 
hours  a 
week of intensive training in 
dance, singing and 
perfor-
mance during the last two 
months, SJSU's Jazz Dance 
Ensemble 
is
 prepared to 
show its talents to an audi-
ence. 
Today at 9 a.m. in SPX 
219 the group will perform 
'Those Fabulous 
Forties," a 




the  Mood" by 
Glen Miller, "Etei Mir Bist Du 
Schon" in the 
Andrews
 Sis-
ters style and other songs 







 to tour 
military camps and ships 
during World War II, and 
they became a symbol of that 
time. 
Jazz Dance Ensemble is an 
11 -member
 company direct-
ed by SJSU professor and 
performer Janie Scott. Ea  di 
year, she 





works  with stu-
dents for two 
semesters as 
part 
of a class that 
meets  for 










Scott  makes 









"My weaker point is 
in 
singing, since 
I have a back-



































 and Delores Warren 
and their six chiklien
 live in a 50' x 20' 
room at the Family Living Center in San Jose. 





 sit outside on the 




with Shaquille, left, and 7 -week-old Kareen. The Warren family may 
be living at the center for the next three months. 






Spanan Daily Staff Writer 
Imagine walking beyond 









the business district of East 
San Carlos Street a little 
nest between the neighbor-
hood and the campus, said 
Marianne Salas, representa-
tive of the newly formed 
merchant association.
 
The San Carlos street 
merchants have
 a "universi-
ty identity," she said. 
The 
district  is within 
walking distance
 of campus 
and caters to the 
students 
with
 a laundromat/ 
coffeshop, a 
couple  of delis, 
a bookstore and a Seven -
Eleven
 convenience store. 
Kickoff to 
the project 
will be the tree-lining of 
East San Carlos 
Street  next 








int lude an official naming 














Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
species of 
San  Jose. It also
 
Tree Amigos may 
be teaches them 
how to plant 
able
 to see the urban for- 
and care for  trees and 
how  
est 
through  SJSU's trees,  
to
 become a community 
Our  City Forest is 
San organizer of 
tree planting 
Jose's 
citizen -based urban 
events. One phase of 
the 
forestry program.
 One of program takes
 students on 
the 
program
 s main objec- a tour 
of
 San Jose's cur-
tives is 
to educate and rent 
urban forest, includ-






 of Our City 
Graduates
 of the six -week Forest
 will help plant 28 
course are called Tree trees
 along East San Carlos 
Amigos. 
The course familiarizes 





helps  all 
neighborhoods,"
 
Salas  said. 
"Everybody complains the 
city doesn't help with graffi-
ti and crime." 
A 
coalition






 to build 
something they have a 
possibly  
street  sense of ownership for it 
and  they will help to 
pro-
tect it, Sala.% said. 
Candice 
Stein, co-coordi-
nator of the 
event
 and 
instructor of Our 
City  For-
est, said there will be 
about 
100 
people  at the event if 




trees on the street now,"
 
Stein said. 
"I hope people 
get ex( ited, see how easy it 
is and as a 
result
 they will 
go home and plant trees." 
Our City Forest is an 
urban 
forests  educational 
program now funded by 
the city. Graduates
 of the 
six -week 





trees  at 
Saturday's  
emit 
Contributors who give 
$200 or more are called 
"Foresters."  
Dim 
O'Brien is a forester
 
who chose to participate 
because he owns property 

















abandoned homes people 
think 
it's  supposed to look 









See UPTOWN, page 3 
'Ni
 
ri.ARRON-,PARI  AN 
ShaquiNe, 
right,
 naps while Rodney and Delores prepare to do the laun-
dry, which must be done every other day. 
A 
local  family tries to rebuild 







Most people think that 
homelessness happens to other 
people. 
What
 many don't real-
ize
 is that they could be a pay-
check away
 from living on the 
street.  





planning,  you 











campus  or the 
streets beg-
ging for
 food or 
hustling  
peo-





















living their lives in shelters and 
eating at soup kitchens.
 When 
you do see them on the street, 
you would not know they are 
homeless. 
They can be your friends or 
family, people who have fallen 
over the edge because
 of lay-
offs, business
 failures, or large 
medical bills. 
"This is a middle-class prob-
lem," said Stephen B., 66, who 
has been 
living in homeless 
shelters  for 12 months. He say's 
his friends now are other 
home-
less people, 
some  of whom 
were waitresses and teachers. 
He does not want to use his 












 Dim( .111 I 
l,ill 
thlTe 
lives a small community of animals
 whose 
existence often goes unnoticed by stu-




The menagerie includes mammals, 
reptiles, amphibians, fish and 
insects, and 
can 
be seen through the glass windows 
along the hallway next  to 
room  35, the 













program,  where 
science
 instructors 
and  students (with a 
valid  student ID) 
can 
"borrow"
 the animals 
for the day. 
The 
prerequisite  is attendance 
at a "Sci-
ence Live" 
instructional  class, which is 
held the last Monday 














grad learns from election 
loss  
he will be running for council in Santa 
SJSU grad Daniel McIntosh will use the
 Clara instead of Sunnyvale. McIntosh and 
experience of his Tuesday
 loss for Sunny- his wife Camelia have recently found 
a 
vale City Council to help him with his con- house 
in
 Sunnyvale's neighbor city and 




McIntosh, who received 17 percent 
of McIntosh graduated from SJSU in 1988 
the vote for council 
seat number one, with a degree in business 
management. 
thinks the experience will help him. While
 at SJSU he was involved
 in the 
'This doesn't mean you give 








 will use this 
school
 year  and was 
AS.  director of 
acad-
experience to run a serious, 
hard-fought  emic affarns during the
 following year. He 
campaign  in '95." served as vice
 chair of the A.S. 
board  in 
one
 thing will 
change
 
fin McIntosh  
1988. 














Diaries are private 
personal
 diaries are 
written extensions of 
one's thought process and 
should
 be kept 
private.
 
The fact that 
Senator  Bob Packwood's diary has 
been subpoenaed to prove 
allegations of sexual 
harassment
 and criminal wrongdoing 
allegations  
should not cloud the real issue: 
Diaries are personal. They
 should never be con-
sidered as evidence
 in a hearing. 
A person writes a diary
 assuming its contents 
will never be 
revealed.
 In addition, people often 
write their own 
version
 
of events in a 
personal  
diary. 
Given the nature of such 
entries,
 it is possible 
Packwood's diary 
contains speculative information 
which 
would be neither admissible nor valid as 
evidence. As such, 
they  should not have been 
examined
 in the first place. 
The only reason for allowing the Senate com-
mittee to 
pore over the remainder of Packwood's 
diaries  would be to allow his opinions and private 
thoughts, not 
facts,  to influence the committee. 
The Senate's almost wianimous vote Tuesday to 
demand Packwood's personal diary shows the Sen-




 Hill episode, the Senate 
is 
particularly  touchy about sexual harassment. 
By voting to demand Packwood's diaries, it is 
willing to 
take  action against one of its own on sex-
ual harassment charges. But demanding Pack -
wood's diaries is 
the  wrong way to go about it. 
The allegations against the Senator  that he 
made unsolicited sexual advances on some two 
dozen women and used his influence
 to get his 
wife a job  
deserve  serious investigation. 
If Packwood is found 
guilty of any of these 
charges, 
he
 should not be exempted from the pro-
cedures
 which would apply to 
any citizen. 
However,
 there are better ways to go about 
determining 
Packwood's guilt or innocence than 
by dragging his 
personal
 diaries into the limelight. 
The  Senate has taken the easy 
route  by 
demanding 
Packwood's  diary without stopping to 
examine the 
precedent  it is setting. 
It is understandable
 that the Senate should 
want
 to end this year -long
 hearing, but larger 
pri-
vacy issues
 should not be swept under the 
carpet 
in order to 
expedite






money  is not as important 
as living life 




 it. Write a letter to 
the editor. You 
might









Please submit five 
political
 cartoons with your 
name and phone
 number to the newsroom,
 
Dwight 
Bente!  Hall room 
209.
 
Artists must have good 
drawing
 skills, keep up 
with
 current events and have
 strong positions on 
issues. 
Deadline  is tomorrow. Drawings
 will be 
reviewed 
by the editors and 
current













































forum  editor 
online/national editor
 
chief copy editor 
entertainment editor
 
Reporters: flan. Chien, Pamela 
Orimelison.  Bryan Cotton, 
Daphne Dick, Bill lirobkiewicz, Holly Celeste Fisk, Jennifer 
lkuta,
 
Shan Kaplan. Gabe Leon, Kristin Lomax, Nicole Martin, Pat Matas, 
Jason 
Meagher,  Jane Monies, Kevin Mcx,re, Carolina Moroder, 
Kira
 Ratrnansky. Kyle Register, Erika Schuman, Ed Stacy. 
Colimmistsi Jim Bair ho. Lynn Benson. Amos Fabian, Laura 
Klein-




hter. Ben It'emberg 
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 Schoenfeld 
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 SPARTAN DAILY 
Revealing environmental injustice 
Environmenuil racism. 
There, I 
said  it. Even after 
reading numerous studies 
(including the landmark study 
by the Church of Christ's
 Com-
mission for Racial Justice), I still 
find it hard to believe that such 
an evil thing could exist. 
Environmental racism 
refers  
to any policy or practice that 
intentionally or unintentionally 
impacts or disadvantages people 
and communities based on race 
and color. It also entails prac-
tices that exclude or limit partic-
ipation by those groups in deci-
sion making policies. 
...minorities are 




know they have 




showed that minorities live in 
communities with a higher per-
centage of landfills, 
abandoned  
hazardous waste 
sites  and toxic 
waste storage






 and Native Americans 
in the United States 
and  60 per-





trolled toxic waste sites. 
The report also
 found that 
the Environmental 
Protection 


















 in minority 
communities. 
Environmental
 racism targets 







other words, minorities are not 
as 
likely to raise a stink when a 
new garbage 
incinerator  is pro-
posed for their community. 
They don't know they have the 
right to say "no." 
Three of the 
five largest com-
mercial hazardous waste land-
fills were located in predomi-
nately 
















and social groups.' 
Most startling, 
however,  was 
the commission's finding  that at 
minority sites the 
EPA chose 
containment  (the capping or 
walling off a hazardous dump 
site) more 
frequently  than the 
more expensive cleanup
 
method. At white sites they were 
more likely to 
choose cleanup. 
Waste companies are no 
longer content with targeting 
minorities in our country; 
they're looking overseas.
 
In 1989, a U.S. company was 
reportedly negotiating to dump 
seven 
million  tons per year of 
treated West 
Coast  garbage in 




the Marshall Islands' lagoons. 
The incentive for
 the cash -
starved
 Marshall Islands' gov-
ernment to 
accept  the deal was 
the $56 million a year they were 
to be paid. 
The 
greatest  fear is not that 
such a 
plan would be imple-
mented but what would happen 
when governments
 like the Mar-
shall Islands become depen-
dent on this
 revenue. Paradise 
becomes a landfill. 
My 
problem  with environ-
mental 
racism
 is not only that 
such atrocities exist 
but how few 
people know about it. Pointing 
fingers and laying blame won't 
solve the problem 
but that is all 





tal racism should 
stand  up for 
themselves. They have to 
become more involved in the 
decisions that are being made 
for  them; 
for that they need the 
help of 




long  as producers of haz-
ardous waste are allowed to use 
places where no 
one  opposes 
them or, worse, to target cash -
starved 
countries,  they will have 
absolutely no incentive to clean 
up their act. 
Until someone starts speak-
ing for those who
 lack a political 
voice, 
environmental  racists will 
continue to 
bury their garbage 
in somebody else's
 backyard. 
Dave Marshall is a Daily 
staff
 columnist. His column 
appears
 every other Thursday. 
Letters
 to the 
Editor  
Hunting is much more than a sport 
Editor 




Justice Served in France,"
 Nov. 
3). 
You  make the statement 
that, 
-The key to turning 
hunting 
into a 'real' sport is 
making  the 
hunter do more work." You
 also 
stereotyped all 
hunters  as male, 
beer drinking, Bassinger ogling 
lazy people. 
Well, Ms. Ikuta, two weeks 
ago I went bear hunting in the 
Marble Mountains.




in this wilderness. I packed a 65 
pound ruck sac more than 10 
miles 
up to a ridge line over 
6,800 feet 
high,  all in five hours. 
I went by myself, with only  my 
map and compass to get me in 
and out. I waited, nearly motion-
less for hours, glassing the sur-




first evening, I slept 
under the stars that night and 




morning,  I began my hike 
out, stopping
 to observe likely 
areas of habitat for signs of bear. 
It was on this hike out that I 
killed
 my bear. 
Now, as any experienced 
hunter
 can tell you, is when the 
real work started. After field -
dressing the bear, I had to pack 
the 100 pounds of bear meat 
and my original
 pack the 
remaining two miles out to my 
truck. 
Since
 I am not Hercules, this 
meant alternating between my 
pack and the bear about every 
half mile, going back 
for 
whichever
 item I left behind. To 
finish 
off this lazy" day, there 
was 
the  eight hour drive
 home 
and the five hours spent
 skin-
ning and 
butchering the meat. 
I'll make a deal 
with  you, Ms. 
Ikuta, or anybody
 else who 
thinks hunters 
don  t work hard, 
you can come along
 on my next 
hunt. As long as you can carry 
your own 
weight,
 I'll bring you 
with 
me. I bet you can't 
keep 
up. 
As far as your 
insinuation  that 
having a gun is too much of an 
advantage,  you should speak 
with the 
great majority of 
hunters who don't bring home 
any game. 
Animals
 use their dis-
tinct advantages, such as sight, 
smell and hearing, to 
avoid 
hunters with a 
great deal of suc-
cess. It would be 
virtually  impos-
sible 
for  any hunter to 
sneak  up 
on a bear or 
other animal to kill 
it with 
a knife. Ask archery
 
hunters about




 my wife 
and  I have 
enjoyed 
both a roast and 
some  
bear-burgers from
 this animal. 
The
 meat is much leaner than 
any 
commercially  available meat 
and tastes 
superb. 
So, next time you chomp 
down into your Big Mac or 
chicken from
 The Roost, ask 
your self how hard you worked 
for the meat in that meal and 











































































































player  or 
soccer 
game.  







































































 out of 
bounds  
possession.































and  players can 
receive a  50
-yard  pass with 
their feet, and
 bring the 
ball  to the 
ground  as if 
it 
had  been placed 
there with two 
hands.  At half 
time, you get 
to stretch and the
 World Cup 
has  
teams  from all 
over  the world, 




Tall or short, 
big  or small, fat 
or skinny, male 
or female, 
soccer
 has the best 
of
 the best How 
can
 the United 
States  believe it 
has the world's 
greatest 
athletes,
 if it doesn't














Long ago, in a galaxy far far away, many stu-
dents who were enrolling in college believed it 
was possible to finish the last lap of their acade-
mic career in four years. 
College was drilled in our heads since ele-
mentary school. "Be a 
doctor, be a lawyer," was 
practically serenaded to us routinely. Once we 
reached high school, college was becoming 
more of a reality, realizing
 that being a doctor or 
a lawyer at that particular moment was more of 
a fantasy. By the time we were getting fitted for 
our senior ball attire, graduation was at the next 
corner of this difficult chess game called our 
future. Finally, when time had come to fold away 
our high school cap and gown, and enjoy any 
accomplishments we may have made in the 
last
 
four years, we were 
walking
 down the yellow 
brick road to a strange land called college. 
As if college is not frightening 
enough, we 
realized that professors
 are getting laid off, 
class-
es are getting canceled, and 
tuition  is increasing. 
At this 
stage  of the game, it's not 
far for fresh-
men
 today to be in a six
-year plan without 
hav-
ing any thing to do with it. 
No
 one said college
 was easy, but 
why  should 
we pay 
for the country's 
defense  system with 
our 
future, 
when  we are 
thie
 













 a daily 
Forum to 
promote  a 
"marketplace  of 
ideas."
 Contributions








ers  who are 
interested  in 
the university
 at large. 
Any




must  be 





SPARTAN  DAILY, Dwight 
Ben 
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95192.  



































 a 3.5 
inch 
computer 
disk  using Microsoft
 
Word  on the 
Mac-
intosh.  Always







 of the 
SPAR-
TAN DAILY 
































responding  to 
a certain 
issue  or point
 of view. If 
they











































 Inserto 924-8971 
BSU:  Black Talk 
Forum;
 Soma-
lia, 6:00 p.m.. 
Multicultural 
Room- Student Union. Call Koh 
Weusi-Puryear
 924-6240 or 
446-1020  after 11:00
 p.m. 
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Evening Fel-
lowship,
 6:00 p.m., 300 South 




CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP: 
Prayer Meeting, 8:00 p.m., 




TER: Environmental Career Day, 




FOREIGN LANGUAGE Don.: Mod-
ern Art In China; slides 
and 
refreshments; Music Building 
room 150. Call Barbara 4-4605 
GALA: Game Show, 
4:30  p.m. 




GANDHI PEACE PROJECT, SAN 








































ER'S  Assoc.: 
Guest  Speaker 
Paul
 
Kitagahi Jr. from the
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 also be 
planting 
80 trees from





























































































available  to 
the  city, so 
citizens
 must 














 goal of 
Our City 
Forest  is 
to plant
 one 
million  trees 
in San 










 It also 
conducts  
outreach
 activities like 
essay con-
tests,






 about urban 
forestry. 
The Tree 
Amigo course has 
been 
taught at the 
Willow 





if enough  
SJSU 
students  showed 
interest, a 







week  for about three
 hours on 
Friday 
evening  or Saturday
 
morning, said 
Candice  Stein, a 
landscaper 
and  course instruc-
tor. 
A course










From pave I 
mainly to give
 people a chance 
to learn about
 a variety of live 
animals.  
"Sometimes
 with animals, it's 
hard to tell if they're doing 
well  
because they can 
t tell you what 
they need," Swanson said. 
"But
 






 a junior biology 
major who
 has been working as 
a caretaker in the 
lab  since the 
end
 of last semester. He spends 
about two hours there 
each day, 
Tuesday 
through  Saturday. 
"I feed them, 
clean their 
cages




 he said. "I enjoy
 
just  being with the 
animals  and 
playing
 with them." 




 is one of the first lab 
residents a 









chance  to be 
held,  winding 
himself
 around 









 "He was 
able to 
squeeze  out 
of his cage 
and decided






mer.  He 
got
 out 
sometime  in 
June and 
we
 didn't find 
him 
until 
about a month later. I 
don't
 think he 
















bite.  She 
recom-
mends 
him  as a 



























arid areas, does not share Hou-
dini's wanderlust but does have 
an idiosyncrasy of his
 own. 
"He's a vegetarian and loves 
to eat 
dandelions,"  Swanson 
said. "Chuckwallas recognize 
yellow flowers.
 We go outside 
and eick them right from the 
lawn. 
One of the largest animals, 




 a 24 -year -old boa con-
strictor from South America. 
"Farusha is very docile, but 
she's just not portable anymore," 
Swanson said, pointing out that 
the snake's nine-and-a-half foot 
long body weighs 55 pounds. 
"She was used constantly in 'Sci-
ence Live'  she must have 
been handled by over 10,000 
people." 
Like all members of  the con-
strictor clan found in the lab, 
Farusha is a nonpoisonous car-
nivore, 
eating  rats and mice 
bred as 
"feeders." 
These rodents occupy at least 
10 cages in an enclosed area of 
the lab. 
There are more mice than 
rats, attested to by six squeaking 
mouse litters born in the last 
week alone. 
According to Boot, the small-
er snakes and one 
of the frogs 
eat the 
mice,  while the larger 
snakes eat mainly the rats. 
Sometimes the rodents also 
take
 part in the "Science Live" 
pr 
Tale Himalayan rabbits, 
Kahn and sons Buttercup and 
Clover, share this same enclosed 
room.
 
'They're  a ood breed for 
our purposes, Swanson said. 
'Though Buttercup is shyer, so 
we usually bring 




Along the wall 
with  the snakes 
are two California desert tortois-
es, Jeremiah and the Governor. 
They occupy separate quarters, 
though,
 due in part to a person-
ality conflict. 
'The 
Governor  chases Jeremi-
ah unmercifully when we put 
them on the 
floor  together," 
Swanson said, laughing. 
One of the 
most  popular ani-
mal residents was Tanya, a Mexi-
can orange -kneed tarantula who 
died last semester. She has not 
been replaced. 
"To replace her would 
cost  
about $180," Swanson said. "and 
there are waiting lists
 to get a 
good-sized tarantula." 
Other animals in the lab are 
other  spiders, small insects, 
newts, frogs, toads, desert 
igua-
nas and fish such as cichlids and 
goldfish, the latter used 
as food 
for the red -eared slider turtle 
next to their tank. 
With such myriad animals, 
there necessarily are many sup-
plies to be found in the lab. All 
along the back wall is extensive 
shelving stocked with cans, glass 
jars, rocks, sphagnum moss 
for 
lining some cages, shovels, plas-
tic scoops, paper towels,
 vita-




vegetables  are kept 
in a small 
refrigerator
 nearby. In 
the freezer, which
 Boot refers to 
as "the morgue," 
dead  animals 
are placed to keep 
them
 from 
decomposing before they can 
be 
properly 
preserved  or 
donated.  
Currently  cold 
storage includes
 









 Malibu blaze; 
governor




  A 
stubborn
 long coastal 






















 as  fire-
 injured 































 but some- 
copters











 lock up 






































 east wall 
to stop fire 
creeping toward the densely 
populated Pacific Palisades area. 




 a gated 
beachfront strip of celebrity and 
millionaire homes, was spared. 
Pepperdine University was 
also saved from the blaze. 300 
students spent the night
 in the 
gymnasium as flames roared 
past campus. 
The J. Paul Getty Museum, 
with tit collection of' Greek and 
Roman antiquities, was safe, said 
J. 
Paul
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though 
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ownei  - 
ship  will keep
 the streets




who  help 
at the 
event  will be 
invited to stay
 for a 
barbecue




 Corps of 
Central  San Jose. 





























Od.r,--;,  9 00 - 1 00 











 in Free 
$ 3 
Members 









If you're a student who's interested
 in computer technology and good with people, this 
job  is 
for you! Apple Computer needs students to 
demonstrate  the Newton MessagePad in retail 
stores during November and 
December.  Qualified students will be invited to join us in a 
full -day Newton training session this coming weekend. While you don't have to be a 
computer science major, you will need to: 
- Be an upperclass or graduate student 
- Work 14-20 hours per week evenings and 
weekends through December 24 
- Have a car to drive to demonstration locations 
- Be comfortable with people and computers 
You'll earn an excellent student salary plus a bonus at the end of the program. You'll also 
receive discounts toward buying your own Newton MessagePad, and there's potential for 
additional part-time work next year. During this campaign you will be representing Apple 
Computer and the Newton MessagePad: however, you will contract with American Passage, 
so please call American Passage at (800)  487-2434.
 
ext. 8412 by this 
Friday. November 5th to see if you qualify. 
'T 1993 Apple Computer, Inc All rights reserved. 
Apple  and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc 
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not  a 
misprint.
 
Visa.  It's 
Everywhere  
You
 Want To 
Be: 
vim  USA 
Inc 111,a, 
4 Thursday, 








Spartan  Daily 
because 
it will make you 
smarter. 






























 call (408) 
452-9100  ext.3312 
EDE,
 Minorities & Females 
encouraged to appk 
Drug


















30 Area Locations 
Campus Locatkm Corner of 1 lth & San Carlos 













 bon wt. d 
Copies  




12, 15, 24, or 36 exposures  4.99 
 Any 

































or in the Army 
Reserve, you'll
 get the respect, 
prestige and 
benefits  of being 
an officer. 
You'll also
 be a leader on 
a high-level 
health  care team. 
and your opinions
 and advice 
will 





career growth will be the 
opportunity






seminars and conventions, 
plus the valuable 
experience 
of working with an exceptional 
health care team. 
Learn more about Army 
benefits and 
getting  the pres-
tige and respect 
you  deserve. 
Call:  
1 -800 -235 -ARMY 
ext. 321 
BE ALL YOU CAN IL 
ARMY RESERVE 
7.4L17:-





















If you're seeking a promising 
career in Finance 
& Accounting, start 
down the road toward 






 to vigorous 
growth  and diversification,
 Clorox is well 
known 
in the industry. Our 
long list of category 
leaders  includes brands like K.0 
Masterpiece  barbecue sauce, 
Clorox bleach, Kingsprd




Valley  Ranch salad dressings 




On -Campus Interviews: 
Thursday;  11/11/93 
Take the first step by meeting 
with  us on campus. Or, send 
your 
resume  to The Clorox Company. Sr. College 
Relations 
Specialist, PO.  Box 24305, Oakland, CA 94623. 
We are an Affirmative Action/ 
Equal 





Olivia Mendoza is 
twirled 
by
 Todd Smith 
during rehearsal
 for the 
upcoming 
production 
of "Those Fabulous 
Forties." 
RIGHT: Todd Smith, 
center, and 
other  Jazz 
Dance Ensemble 
members practice a 
song and tap produc-





From page 1 
jazz," said Mary 
Canziani,
 a 
dance  major and ensemble 
member. "Janie is making 
sure I work on that." 
"Actors




 need acting and 
directing 
training," Scott 
said. "Once you 
choreo-
graph musical theater, you 
need some directing back-
ground." 
Canziani said Scott also 
exposed her to performing 
monologues this semester, 
strengthening her acting 
abilities. 
Scott has insisted in keep-
ing the group 
with  a solid  
PIIOTOS BY LEZLEE A MI:FADDEN-SPARTAN DAILY 
musical
 theater base. 
"The more 
versatile  they 
are, the 
greater  potential 






 Scott, the 
ensemble is the strongest 
bridge she can 





dance department, the 
technique 




E. J. Klinger, a health sci-
ence major
 and dance 
minor, is 
another  member 
of the ensemble. 
"She gives us energy and 
makes  us think 
we can do 
it," 







you can make it, 
even if you 
don't believe it 
yourself. She has a lot of 
faith in 
us," Canziani said. 
According to Scott,
 she 
pushes her students to do 
things they've never been 
asked 
to
 do before. She said 
that some dancers never 
thought they could sing, but 
in her class, they learn 
music and just do it. 
In this way, they are 
exposed to all aspects in 
musical theater. 
This  close-knit ensemble 
has to work hard and fast, 






lyrics  and 
dialogues 





a lot of work but
 it's 
fun," Klinger 
















"is  a watered down 
version 
of ethnic studies." 
Padellan is 





such  as Asian -American 
studies,  found in the schedule of 
classes. 
The student 







 of color in Cali-
fornia nor America." 
Padellan said  if 
the  resolution 
passes, 
SJSU
 students will have 
the opportunity to learn 
about  
other 
culture  as well as their 
own. 
"Many students go to college 
and they're not aware of 
other 
cultures,
 let alone their own," 
Padellan said.
 





 is a policy-
making  board of 
SJSU made tip 
of 
faculty,  staff and 
students. It 
periodically
 reports to 
University  








the current ethnic 
stud-
ies resolution 
should  be institut-







 give a report 
to the 
Academic  Senate 
regard-
ing the carrying out of the 
pro-
posal, whether it 






 votes on the 




 Evans has 
veto power. 
"But in the past, Evans
 has 
generally accepted
 the approval 
of the Academic Senate. He also 









 Senate to 
take 
"appropriate
 measures to 
imme-
diately 




would  be sat-
isfied by taking











Asian -American or 
Native Amer-
ican peoples. 






 be carried 
out  
promptly.  He also 
said  the pur-
pose
 of the student
 proposal is 
to 
focus  specifically




 trying to cut
 back 
on cultural 
pluralism,"  he said. 
"But we want 
more
 focus on 
people of color




ed States, those who
 have been 
oppressed systematically
 in the 
United States," Weusi-Puryear 




















SJSU's Pam Hope, center, jumps up to block against 
University at San Luis Obispo's Natalie Silliman dur-
'  I H-- I ..Nti DAILY 
ing Tuesday's
 match. SJSU won the match
 3-1. The 
vollyball team will











ry over the 
Mustangs 
of





























think  we need to 
go on the 
road,"
 Choate said.
 'We need to 





would  be good for
 us." 
The night
 started slow for the 
Spartans 
(12-11,  7-7). 
The  Mus-
tangs 
















"It was a typical 
start for us," 
Choate  said. 
"Everybody  all year 
long has jumped
 on us and we 
just kind of 
struggle  our way 
back in." 
The 
Spartans  opened 
up the 
second 
game with a 
4-0 run. 
Shane Donnellon
 ended the 
game with a 
service
 ace, making 
the final score 15-9. 
The third game 
was close 
until the 




 being tied 7-
The 
Spartans  went on to 
win  
the third and 
fourth game end-
ing the night 





tangs in three games earlier this 
year during the Fresno State 
Tournament. Tuesday night's 
matched was 
not as easy as the 
team's earlier meeting, accord-
ing to 
Choate. 
'When we played them in the 
Fresno
 Tournament, we had a 
Golf team takes second place
 
The SJSU men's golf team 
finished just three 
shots behind 
the University
 of California at 
Los Angeles to take second 
place in the Pioneer Electronics-
Bruin Golf Classic on 
Tuesday.  
The Spartans finished with a 
909 score in 
the 54-hole tourna-
ment. 
The Bruins, who began the 
final round in 
seventh place 
among the 15 teams, 
finished  
with  906 for first place. Brigham 
Young 
University  placed third at 
914. 
SJSU,
 who began the 
final 
round one shot 
out of the lead, 
had the second 
best  team score 
of the day, 
a315
 total.  
UCLA's
 Eddy Lee shot an 
even par 72 in the last round to 
capture the individual honors. 
SJSU's Steve Woods had his best 
finish of the fall 
season  by shoot-
ing a 220, five strokes behind 
Lee, to take second place. 
Two other 
Spartans,  fresh-
man Aaron Oberholser and 
Justin Wright, also had their best 
finishes of the fall season.
 Ober-
holser was
 tied for seventh at 
228 and Wright was tied for 15th 
at 230. 
SJSU will next compete in the 
University of San Francisco Imi-
tational Nov. 15-16. 
Pioneer Electronics
-Bruin Golf Classic 
Individual  Leaders 
1. 
Eddy  Lee, UCLA 
74-69-72-215 
2. Steve Woods, SJSU 72-70-78-220 
3. Brodie Berg, BYU 72-74-76-222 
Randy 
McCracken,  Ore. 
74-71-77-222
 
5. Trevor Arts, UCLA 76-73-77-226 
6. Vivek Bhandari, USC 77-74-76-227 
7. Aaron Oberholser, SJ 74-73-81-228 
Brad Sutterfield. BYU 71-77-80-228 
Mike 
Pavao, Hawaii 72-73-83-228 
Kevin Yamaguchi, 
Irvine  75-73-80-228 
Ryan 
Mainey.  Pacific 78-71-79-228 

















 Oregon St. 





athletic  director 
position  











 will be 
inter-
viewed





































































































































past  at 















'I love it here and I'm very happy. The thought
 of 
leaving is 
nearly impossible and it is extremely dif 
flail( to even 
think  about it. It has to be 
something
 
exceedingly cogent (at Cal) to cause me to walk 
away.' 
Stan Morrison 
hear what they have to 
say"  Mor-
rison said. 




 he said reflect-




 football team won the 
Rose  Bowl, the basketball,
 base-
ball mid crew 
teams were nation-
al 




All that had a 
strong  impact 
on my 







Morrison feels there arc three 
reasons why Cal 
is interested in 
him
 
for the position. 
"One. 











three,  they 
can  inter-













 here and 
I'm  very 
happy.
 The thought of
 le.s ing  is 
nearly impossible and
 it is 
extreniek 
difficult
 to even think 
alxitit 
it,-  Morrison said. "It has 
to be something exceedingly
 
cogent (at Cal) to 
cause  me to 
walk away" 
Jesus  Mena, 
director
 of sports 
information
 at Cal, 
could  not 
release any 
information  on 
the
 
job  but did say 
that
 a decision 
will be 
made  in 
December
 on 






































































Judo at Palo Alto





























for new executive 
KANSAS 
CITY,  Mo. (AP) 
The 
NCAA
 will introduce a 
new executive















ft to finalists 
dropping 
out,











 the six-month 





dropped  a bomb-





Still left in the 
final group 
are two athletic directors and 
a North Carolina politician. 







was pressured to resign
 last 
May over his 
alleged
 involve-
ment in an 
improper  loan 
scheme while at N'irginia. 
Many
 presidents, who have 
spearheaded a 
far-reaching 
reform movement, have 
called
 for a college chief to 
head 






FOR  YOURCAR 
CALL
 24HR5 
ASK FOR MIKE 
140818669392 8002835790 
weekend where
 we were just 
concentrating  on volleyball
 and 








 outside hitter. 
"Last time 
we
 played them it 
was in a tournament and we had 








had a lot 
more confidence
 then." 
Schmedding was coming off 
of a career -high week. 
She had a 
career-high 
nine  kills and two 
solo 
blocks  against UC Irvine
 
last Thursday. 
She also had a 
service
 ace 





 Tuesday night 
with nine kills 








Hart led the 
Spartans  
with 19 kills, with Erin Ginney 
and Crista
 Koch adding 15 
and  
13 kills respectively. 
Schmedding led the 
Spartans 
with eight blocks with Hart 
adding seven. 
The next game for the team 














questions  on 
November
 4th at 
10am-2pm  











































































































spending time in 
class?
 

















A once -in -a
-lifetime offer from Bausch
 
& Lomb® called 
The  Student Eye Deal. 
You get: a 
year's  supply of 
contacts(that's 
8 contacts), a ReNtrg
 





 fees. You can 
get  this offer only if you 
are  a student, 









 630194' & LOMB 







Santa  Clara &14th) 
(408)  293-2020
 
Bring this ad. 
l)epartment theatre











 & San 
Fernando)
 
Tonight at 8:00pm 
and 
Fri. Nov. 5 & Sat. 







CALL (408) 924-4555 
br Reservations and 
Information 
Directed by Amy Glazer
 
Co -Director
 Sedtic Bynum 
Original
 Music by Tom Martin 
Choreography
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DK 
If 




















































































































































































































































While tightening the 
screws 
on its 
borders,  the 
government,  




 the postwar 
era,  is  
tightening  the 
belts  of the asy-
lum
-seekers it hosts. 
Starting 
Monday, monthly 
payments  were cut 
from an 
average
 of about $360 to about 
$268,
 
with  only $49 of
 that in 









PORT-AU-PRINCE,  Haiti 







tions with Haiti's military lead-
ership
 over anything but 
the 




He spoke on 
the day the 
United  Nations had planned 
to
 
begin talks between 
Aristide  rep-






Raoul  Cedras, 
in 






















 in the 
discussions,
 which 




points  in 
the  accord
 that 






































named  by 
Aristide  







































Tuesday,  applies 
to all 
accused
 criminals, but is 
aimed at drug traffickers.
 Presi-
dent Cesar 
Gaviria  was expect -
ed 










details  of their 






























Arab areas of 
Jerusalem  























Olmert,  a former
 Cabinet 
minister and 
rising  power in 
the  




 of this 
holy
















conceive  of 
acting 
otherwise,"  
said  Olmert, 
who
 will take office





























In a stern 
voice,























the 68 regions. 
Yeltsin once 
wooed  leaders of 
the far-flung 
republics  when he 
needed 





 last month, 
but now he 
is taking a tough
 
line against any 
threat to Rus-
sia's  unity. 
Republic leaders
 listened in 
gloomy silence
 to Yeltsin's 
speech in a grand 
white  marble 
hall in the Kremlin.
 Heads of 
regions shouted support.
 
Over the past 
several  years, 
many of Russia's
 republics have 
sought
 to increase control 
over 













no claim lor 
products  or 
services
 advertised below 
nce 
three any guarantee loikd 
The 
classified colunvis of the 
Spertan 
Day consist of mid 
advertising  
and  cabby are not 
approved or 





 PURE ADRENAUNE 111111 
Experience the 
thrill  of free falling 
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area's 
only skydiving center. Come join us 
for a tandem jump and enjoy your 
first skydive with only 45 minutes 
of 
training.  
For the true thrill
 seek-
er, try an accelerated 
freefall  
course and find yourself on the 
fastest road to becoming a 
certified
 skydirer, starting with a six 
hour class and a mile long 
treenail 
the sarne day. Videos of your jump 
also available. 
Owned  and operat-
ed by SJSU students and grads. 
For more Info call (510)634-7575. 
RJND RAISER. 
Raise 8500. in 5 days. Groups. 
Clubs, motivated individuals. 
14300655.6935 ext.101. 
WANTED:  Psychology Volunteers 
Reach out 4 hours per week as a 
Community Friend, providing social 
support
 to those who
 endure 
mental illness. We train. Call 
(408)436.0606.  
NEW 
STUDENT  DENIAL PLAN: 
Office visits and x-rays no 
charge.
 
SAVE MONEY and your teeth. 
Ervoll nowt 
For brochure see A.S. Office or 
call (800)655.3225.  
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE 
You need exposure to succeed
 in 
MODEUNG. Now you 
can put you 
photo and
 information in front 
of 100's of 
the  top advertising 
agencies NATIONWIDE) Your 
chance to be  
seen)))







Campus  Insurance Service 
Special 
Student
 Programs  
Servirg 
SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for 
Good  Drivers" 





























 Great Low 
Prices 
Complete








 1 YEAR OLD.
 
Excellent  
condition.  Extra 
double  






















Beautiful.  Joy. 
Eternity,
 Shalimar, 




















1/2 oz.  






















criginal.  To 












































































FAST FOOD - NOT FAT
 FOOD! 
Pasta Mia is currently 
seeking  
outgoing, friendly people 
with  
cashier and/or cook
 experience to 
join us on the cutting edge of 
the 90's health revolution. 
Contact Dave between 3-5pm. 
at 435-7300 for further info. 





excellent  attitude, and 
aggressive  
sales agents to join our team. 
Part-time & Sal./comm. 
/bnfts.  Call Ellen at 
408/9714720
 
or FAX resume to 408/971,4726. 





tan Shops,  located on campus at 
SJSU, has pos. avail,  in the Spar. 
tan Bookstore. 
Respon.  Ind: Trou-
bleshoots software & 
hardware  
components  of Integrated bkst. 
info. & 
point -of sale system. 
Works w/ bkst. emps. to ID & 





nents. Documents system events 
& recs. changes. Works w/sys-
tem consultant to implement or 
upgrade system software & hard-
ware. Working 
knowledge  of PCs 
(DOS & 
Apple) networks, commu-
nications & productivity software 
req. Min 2 rx exp. in 
similar pos. 
req., or 
one yr. exp. involving 
extensive knowledge of comput-
ers & software. Exp w/ PC-based 
pt -of -sale syst. highly desirable. 
Application deadline: Nov. 12. 
1993. Salary $21,672.- $30,596. 
Send resume to: Spartan Shops, 
Inc. 1125 N. 7th St., San Jose, 
CA 95112. Attn: Joann Bonacorsi. 
PART TIME HOLIDAY HELP 
NEEDED 
Holiday
 decor' set-up 















BUSINESS  OPPORTUNITIES for 
motivated  students. Learn 
from 
the 








season managing 6-8 employees. 





a few individuals who want 
to 
work
 smart, not hard. Neat
 
presentation & 
people skills a 







TYPIST  NEEDED 
TUESDAYS  4-9 
p.m.






spelling  skills. 406-2807203. 
SECURITY:
 FULL ON 
PART IIME 
Full training $7.00- 































































































































CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up to 
$2,000.+/mo.  
on Cruise ships or 
Land -Tour  companies. World 
travel. 
Summer & Full-time employrnent 
available. No exp. necessary. For 
info 
call
 1-206-634-0468 ext. 
C6041. 
MAKE MONEY RAYING NINTENDO 
video games any where in the 
nation.  If
 you are available various 
days and hours between Nov. 20, 
and Dec. 26, call Gretchen Hominy 
at 1-800229-5260 for more info. 





 dinner from the 
area's favorite restaurants. 
You  can expect to earn at 
least $9.00 per hour. Jobs 
available in 




Clean D.M.V., own car, 
insurance. 
neat appearance &good attitude. 
 Flexible Evening Hours 
 Good Environment 




POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! 
Many positions. Great
 benefits. 
Call 1-8004364365 ext. P-3310. 




sales:  ski -bike-gun dept. 
Also looking for 
experienced  
cashiers. Contact Jim - 9263020. 
SALES / MANAGEMENT positions 
available for career oriented 
hdlx4dual
 in the health fitness field. 
America's Best 
corporation has 
had over a 900% growth rate over 
the past 4 years and has locations 
throughout  the entire bay area. If 
you are an eager & sett motivated 
'individual
 looking to start off right, 
we will 
give you a chance. Salaries, 
commissions,  bonuses, trips & 
benefits, 14K- 31K amual. 
Please  
fax your resume to (510) 
713-
0850 and call 1 -800-883-KICK. 















San Jose State campus. Salary 
plus
 commission. Prefer outgoing, 
energetic, self starter with good 
organizational and interpersonal 
skills. Part time position 
with
 an 
industry leader. Applications 
available at CopyMat, 119 E. 
San Carlos, San Jose. (No phone 
calls please) 
AA CRUISE I TRAVEL JOBS. 
Earn 
$2500/mo  + travel the 
world 




 Asia)) Cruise lines 
now hiring for 
busy  holiday. 
spring and 







 up to $2,000.+/mo. teach-
ing basic conversational English
 
abroad. Japan. Taiwan. and S. 
Korea. Many provide room & 
board + 
other  benefits. 
No
 previ-
ous training required. for more 
information 




 1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS  
Bright & airy with
 big windows, air 
conditioned,  mini blinds, 
new  hot -
point 
appliances  including dish-
washer,







 OK for 2 room-
mates, 
nice




Ran $65(1/m  o.2111747011. 
QUALITY OF LIVING 
II STUDY 
Willow Gardens Apartments 
1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300. 







 bath. Recreation 
room 
w/wet bar, fitness center, pool & 
saunas.
 For move In 
special. call 
4043/998-0300. 
BEST VALUEI 2 























 Kitchen priv., 
W/D, pool. No smoking, 
alcohol  
drugs. $400./mo. 2669928 Marion. 
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS. 
2 bed/2
 bath apt. available now. 
4 blocks from campus. Free cable 
TV, water & garbage. Off street 
parking available. Several units 








 900 - 1,000 sq. ft. 
Ideal for up to 4 
students.  
Free cable. Underground parking, 
Security
 gates. Game room.
 
Laundry room. 4th &William.
 





1 BR. $560./ SlUDO $525. & 
Deposit























576 S. 5th St. (408)295-6893. 
750 S. 11TH STREET APTS. 
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745. 
1 bdrm. /1 bath $595. Walk or 
ride 
bike to school. Very clean, 
roomy  & remodeled. Secured 
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable 
TV. Ample parking Call 288-9157 
ROOM FOR RENT, 2 
blocks  from 
State, $300./mo. + dep. Call 
437-0100 or 464-8871. agent. 
SERVICES 
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS IN 45 DAYS!
 
If you are looking for 
silk 
screening quality at competitive 
prices, look no 
further. Century 
Graphics prides itself on quality 










SUPPORT  COLLECTIONS 
Nationwide, locost, effective. 
We do locations. 1-800-80-PAYUP. 













Cosmetics  by Trish. 
Enhance your natural beauty!! 
Eye Liner - bps - Eyebrows. 





621 E. Campbell 
Ave.  #17. 
Campbell, CA 95008. 
WRITING 
ASSISTANCE any 
subject. Why suffer and get poor 
grades when
 help is just a call 
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former 
college teacher) 
assists  with 
research & writing. 
Tutorial
 also 











for free phone consultation: 
1-800606-8898 ask for Daniel. 
LOVE UFE? CAREER GUIDANCE? 
Helpful insight? 
Computerized 
Astrology  Interpretation $19.95. 
Send check and your birth date, 
time of birth, 
city & state, to 




tains approx. 15 detailed pages, 
plus  5 page information packet! 
MEN AND 
WOMEN-








 chemicals. Let us perma-
nently remove  your unwanted
 hair. 
Back 
Chest- Lip- Bikini - Chin -
Tummy etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 price if made before Dec. 15, 
1993.
 Her Today Gone Tomorrow, 
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, 
Campbell. (408)379-3500. 
PAGERS, PAGER CASES. Cellular 
Phones. Voice Mail, CO's. Video 
games. Buy sell and trade. 1 free 
month  of service 
with
 each referral. 
Low rates 8, excellent service. 
Once you become a customer you 
can 
resell  our pagers to 
earn  
SS. 
408/522-7203 leave message. 
BOOME-F1X-MACS
 
 Mac Repair & Upgrades  
NAtilell-Wait Service! 





 MI 9:00 am. - 5:00 pm 
408/988-2334. 
WASHINGTON SQUARE 
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 




to SJSU Students. Alumni. and 
Advisory Faculty 
Services include: 










Share (savings) & CD Accts. 
Exceptional Rates!!! 
Convenient  location: 
48 S. 7th 
Street, Surte 201 
San Jose.
 CA 951t2 
Call 









excell at guitar or bass. AH 
styles  
welcome: Rock, R&B, Jazz, Fusion. 
Blues,  Folk. Reggae. 
and
 Funk. 
Beginner.  Intermediate & Advanced 
are 
welcome.  Bill: 
408/2986124.
 
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.  
Unwanted her
 removed forever 
Specialist. Confidential. 
Your own probe or 
disposable  
335 S. Bayxvood
 Ave. San Jose. 
247-7488.
 
NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO? 
Live counselor, M.A.,  local college 
exp. Each call treated as individual 
appt. Additional info mailed. 
Ill
 
don't have the answer to your 
question, I'll get it and 
call 
you back! Call 
900-505-CCIS.
 
954/min. Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm. 
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10% 
of net profits support local educe 






Versatile, expert start 




PRIVATE MONEY IS AVAILABLE 
now in scholarships, grants & 
work study. No financial need. No 
GPA min. Over 
350.000
 active 
donors. For free application & 
info, 
call
 (406)522-7222 msg. or 






 Campbell,  CA 95008, 
November Special: $39.95. 
We will beat
 any advertised price. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 




No GPA or need qualifications 
Money back guarantee
 
Information & applicator: 
JW Scholarship Matching Service 
P.O.  Box 53450 




DO YOU want a computer search 
done to find 
scholarships  for you? 
Many sources available. 80% 
require no GPA or have no income 
limitations. Call or 
write:  Unique
 
Service Co. P.O. Box






 is waxing for you right now 
from 












































Resources. P.O. Box 
970, 
Pleasanton,
 CA 94566. 
  DON'T PAY till   
Don't 
pay $70. - $100. fa a schol-
arship 
search.






 et 703. $2. 
min.  5 
mrwcm
 18 cr olds.
 TT Mire req. & 
save even more, order our book 
'Scholarships.  Grants
 and Loans". 
Contains dozens of money sources 
& time 
saving
 tips. Order today! 
Only $5.95 to Scholar -Dollar'. P.O. 
Box456 Mt. Herman, CA 95041. 
30 day M/B Guarantee. Allow 
4-6 
re. Strauss Ent. 408.625-1910.  
TRAVEL 
 SKI VAIL OR SKI UTAH  
VAIL: Jan. 2nd - 9th, 4/5 day 
ski pass, 6 nights 
lodging.  
Air incl. - $499. / Bus ind. $349. 
$50. deposit by Nov. 4th,  
UTAH: Nov. 
24-







breakfasts. Bus trip: $289. 
Payment by Nov. 4th. Credit Cards 
Accepted! Call Patty at 
356-8347  
or call Todd at 778-9250 








PC TUTOR WANTED. SIAM/HR. 
Executive seeks PC expert to teach 
Windows, 
Lotus. Word & to do 





WANTED: TUTOR for older male 





w i p e r e n c e








    I HATE TO TYPEI 
If
 this got 
your
 attention. give your-
self a break. Let me do it for 
you! 
Pick up and delivery $1.00. 
Resumes,
 term papers & theses. 
APA format. $2.00 per double 









 for ALL you 
needs  including 
COLOR and 
GRAPHICS.
 Copying. bnding & 
FAX 










 in some subjects. 
Cortaci Cand 







 a-:. -ot 
enough


















PROFESSIONAL Word Processing,. 
Theses,
 term papers. group 
projects, resumes,  











 Transcriptions available 




SANTACLARE SECRETOR& SERV. 










speciatty.  Laser print-
ing. 
Free  
spell  check 
and  storage 
APA. Turabian and other 
formats.  
Resumes, editing, graphics and
 
other services available.  
Master.
 









Theses, Term Papers, Nursing & 
Group Projects. Resumes. Letters 
Manuscripts, etc. 




















 and prompt 
service. To avoid disappointment. 
cali now to reserve your time! Call 
PAM 247.2681 (8am-8pm).
 plus 
Syria Addllawil 10% Per ftshme 
PROFESSIO,ML Word Processing. 
Theses,  term pacers. group 
projects,  resumes,  etters. etc. 
AS 
























structure.  punctuation: format 
jAPA. Turaban.
 MLA); table/graph 
preparation; custom post -script 
laser printing.
 (Also edit 
disks)
 
Resume/cover  letter preparation.
 
InternatIonal Studenb Welcome! 
Willow Glen area.
 7:30are8.30ran. 
WORD PROCESSING / 
TYPING. 
















 Days N 
er,rigs.  
7 days SUZANNE. 446-565/1 








accepted!!   Reports  























Print  your ad here.
 Line is 30 spaces, 
including  letters, 
numbers,
 punctuation & spaces















3 -line minimum 
One Two Three 
Day Days Days 

























After ftse ?Nth day,  





(25 spaces) xi bold for no extra
 charge 
Up to 5 additional words 
available


















or money Order to 
Spartan
 Daily Clasailleds 
San Jos* 





 Classified desk is located 
in Dwight Bente! Hall Room
 209 
IN Deadline Two 
days
 before
 publication  










 QUESTIONS? CALL 
(406) 924-3277 







Electronic -s  
















































 know he is 
homeless.
 
Stephen said he 
used to own 
two restaurants 
in downtown 
San Jose and had 
a net worth of 
$240,000 
when  he retired in 
1985. He 




"I took a chance
 by keeping 
two sets of books and got 
caught," he said.
 The conse-
quence was having the IRS 
go
 
back through his books and 
seize 




 keep his home, 
clothes, van




Without an income what little 
cash he had left went fast. 
Because he was unable
 to make 
payments, the bank
 foreclosed 
on his condominium in Septem-
ber 1992. He has been homeless 
ever since. 
Fortunately for 
Stephen,  he 
has never spent the night on the 
street. He now spends his nights 
at City Team Ministries and eats 
most  of his meals at the St. 
James Senior Center. 
Stephen said he still has trou-
ble realizing he is homeless. He 
has a four-year degree from the 
Miami College of  Culinary Arts, 
a bachelor's degree in business 
from the University of Maryland 
and a graduate degree in home 
economics from UC Berkeley. 
Stephen claims to have 
worked
 in Scut Francisco
 hotels 
like the Saint Francis and the 
Mark Hopkins. He was last 
employed  a 
year ago as 
cook for 
San Jose's Catholic Charities. 
Until he gets a job, Stephen 
will continue to receive $114 a 
month in unemployment insur-
ance from the Employment 
Development Department. 
"I have three 
degrees
 and 




I still can't get a job. The 
Akeem, 8, plays with a stuffed monkey in the family's room. Akeem is 
the second oldest of the six boys. His favorite school subject is science. 
just don't want an 
old man," he 
said.
 
He said he has submitted 
more than 
130 resumes at local 
restaurants  everywhere from 
Denny's to the Fairmont Hotel. 
He is not optimistic 
about his 
future, but with help from orga-
nizations like City Team Min-
istries and House of the Potter, 
he feels he'll get by. 
When faced with homeless-
ness, most people do not know 
where to turn. Some get 
help 
from Carolyn Brennan, who 
supervises the self-help organiza-
tion 
House  of the
 Potter. 
House of the Potter was estab-
lished in 1991 to help the home-
less. Its main goal is to help peo-
ple find 
permanent
 housing. It 
is a place where the 
homeless  




There are two paid staff mem-
bers at House of the Potter. This 
privately
 funded center is locat-
ed in a small house in downtown 
San Jose. 
Carolyn is 
unsure how many 
people she has helped, but says 
it could be as many as a 1,000. 
To receive help from the 
House of the Potter, people 
must actively be trying to 
improve their situation. That 
means looking for a job and stay-
ing away from alcohol and drugs. 
The philosophy at House of 
the Potter is that they are willing 
to help those who help them-
selves. Some have been asked to 
go
 to other agencies because of 
their unwillingness to 
work
 on 
drug or alcohol dependencies. 
Those  that do have a drug or 
alcohol problem
 can still receive 
help as long as they are actively 
working on sobriety. Carolyn 
refers them to other organiza-
tions for counseling. 
One family that 
has received 




holds  the door open 
for the boys as they 
playing. 
Akeem,






from the hallway 
where they 
have




lost  his job as 
an 
airline  fueler 
after  spending 
30 days in jail





 from a 
mix-up  of 
payments he 






result,  they fell 
behind in 
rent, and in June
 his family
including five sons
 and pregnant 
wife 
Delores







 three nights were 
spent in their car. Can you 
imagine that?" Rodney said. 
"Me, my pregnant wife and 
five 
children. 
The last child was conceived 
even though Rodney and 
Delores were practicing 
birth  
control. The sixth son, Kareen, 
was conceived after Delores had
 
a tubal ligation, a surgical proce-







 Potter, they 
were able to stay in inexpensive 
hotels throughout
 San Jose. 
Money finally ran out, and for 
three months they stayed at the 
Las Plumas shelter
 in East San 
Jose. 
"Las Plumas 
was  not family -
oriented. They made us feel like 
cattle," Rodney said. With help 
from House of the Potter, they 
found their 
way to the Family 
Living Center in San Jose two 
weeks ago. 
'They really try to work with 
the family. You have dignity here 
and they treat you like
 a human 
being," 
Rodney  said. 
The road to recovery 
will not 
be easy. With six 
children under 
age 9, finding a permanent 
home may be difficult. 
'We have run 
into
 discrimina-
tion because of the size of our 
family. Most places 
aren't set up 
for big 
families,"
 Rodney said. 
The Warrens receive 
$1,017 a 
month from AFDC. 
During 
the day, four
 of the 
boys attend 
school  in South 
San 
Jose. Delores
 stays at the 
shelter 
with




 for a job 
as &rounds
 keeper at the
 Family 
Living  Center.
 His career 





technician,  but 
he said he 
will  
take any 
















all  eight 

















































 He said 
no one really 
sleeps  all that well.
 
"I may
 be 39 years 




"We have faith in 
God,  but 
we're the ones 
who have to 
make it happen,"
 Rodney said. 
We have 
faith  in God, but 
we're  the ones 






TOP: Rodney has a conversation
 with his youngest
 
son, Kareen. The 
Warrens try to attend church as often as possible. 
LEFT: Delores caresses Shaquille, who has 
been  sick for the past few 
days, as 4 -year -old 
Rashif,
 right, stands by. Delores worked as a prep-
cook until she had 
to quit to take care of 7 -week-old Kareen. 
Photography
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Auzerais Ave. San Jose (408) 977-1022
 
43255 Mission Blvd. 
Fremont  (510) 651-1907 
Not to 
be used 
with any other Coupon - 
Offer Expires 11/30/94 
TAKE CONTROL 
OF
 YOUR COMMUTE 
If parking's a problem for you, let Altrans show 
you another way. 
With 21 direct bus lines to campus, we can create an individualized 
program to meet your personal 
commuting  needs. 
To learn more, call 
924 -RIDE 
You'll be glad you did. 
AlTrans 













You're Invited To 
Worship 
Jesus  
With  us 
Sundays at 
l :00 pm 
Church Training 




invited  to 
Join This Army 
For 
God  
Church  On 
The 


















































2650 Aborn Road 
San  Jose, CA 
For 
Information
 Call (408) 270-5792 
, Kareen. 
The  
r the past 
few  
.ed as a 







































Opening  Tonight, 






St San Jose 
located in 
the  Pavilion below 
the  clock tower 
(408) 295 -UGLY 
(fax)  295-84-63 





















































































































 and she 





 the cat 
jumped out of the 
truck window in a 




Nova a year to find 
her master, the cat 
came home. Sue Ander-
son, a technical 
writer  at 
FMC, thought she 
would never
 see her 
beloved pet
 again. 
In Spanish, Nova 
means 
"no go," giving an 
ironic twist to a cat 
who  
abhorred the 
outside,  but 
traveled the
 miles to be 
reunited. 
The fateful day took place
 
in June 1992. 
Anderson  decid-
ed to move to 
Modesto  from 
Baltimore after




"Nova was always afraid
 of 
open
 spaces,  and 
during the 
move,  she would cling to me 
like there was no tomorrow," 
Anderson says. "Not surpris-
ing since she's been a house cat 
all her life." 
South of Bakersfield, Ander-
son and her family stopped to 
get something
 to eat. Unwit-
tingly, Anderson left her win-





















































been  an 
ani-






has five other cats to 
prove it.
 The loss of Nova was 
hard but 
she kept hoping 
somehow the
 cat would come 
back, like a 
'Lassie" movie or 
that "Snoopy 





telling  me, 'Get a 
grip, snap 
out of it, Nova's 
not coming 
back,' " 
Anderson  says. 
But all that 
changed 
when  a 
local 




 that a 
manual
 she 
requested was ready for
 pick-
up. 
"At the time I was  
pushing
 
a cart for my 
documents,
 and I 
saw this cat in 
the bushes. It 
looked like




 Anderson says. 
"The  cat 

















was Nova because she has a 
mole on her right ear and five 
to six white hairs on her 
chest. 
"She clung to me 
instant-
ly," Anderson says. 
"She 
was a little bit fatter, but it 
was Nova." 





and the Channel 7 
news 
telling their
 story to  the 
masses. 



















about  that 
for awhile 
and  it 
makes 
sense  somehow, 
because I really can't think of 
any other way 
to explain this 
miracle. 
"Yet 
it didn't seem like 
telepathyit  was more like 
love 
than anything else," she 
adds. "This whole time, it was 




feelings toward her, like I 

























































Executive  Editor 
Design  Editor 










g t h e
 
otairo
 to oucce55 
Jeremy Hogenetc 
Former SJSU student and Upstairs
 Records owner John Lopez spins 
his own 
tale of success through used
 vinyl and an independent 
record  label. 
Above a colorful 
wig  store 
on East Santa







flight  of stairs 
leading to the 








 Up the stairs 
and through a door
 directly to 
the 
right await the sights
 and 




owner  John 
Lopez,  
a former SJSU 
student,  a 
strong












"I was a DJ since I 
was about 16,"
 he 
says. "I was a mobile 
DJ first, playing for 
high school 
dances,  
weddings and other 
private parties." 
Using the name 
"Orpheus," Lopez and 
then partner
 Jack DeLaRosa 
played 
a mix of the musical 
formats popular at the time. 
They were booked almost all 
the time and became
 a well-
known name very quickly, 
according to Lopez. 
"As the times
 changed, we 
changed," he recalls. 
"I
 
remember playing disco dur-
ing the disco era 
and when 
that died out, I 
did  high ener-
gy and 
alternative.
 Then when 




 and house." 
Lopez also 

















 the early 
'80's Lopez 
decided to enroll at SJSU and 
major in business. He left after 
three years. 
"I didn't really take it that 
seriously at the time," he says. 
"I felt that some classes, like 
G.E., were a waste of time." 
He is quick to point out, 
however, that a college educa-
tion 
is important. If he could 
do it all over again, he says, he 
would have stayed in school 
and completed his degree 
before going into business. 
For Lopez, 1987 was
 the 
year in which he 
got into busi-
ness. 
With a $15,000 loan from 
his parents, he searched 
for 
and found a 
suitable  location. 
(See Records, page 12.) 
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wanted his blues band, 
Gin, to sound like the record-
ings 
of the original masters. 




Duran  could not 
afford
 to buy 
a vintage bass, 
so he came up 
with a 
solution.
 He took his 
bass  to a 
specialty  shop and 
had it altered to 
obtain  that vin-
tage sound. 
"They 
are  taking all the 
modern shit off it," 
Duran 
says. "I don't want to sound 
retro, but having a vintage 
instrument gives
 you an ele-
ment of the music 
as
 it was 
back when it was created." 
Jimmy Page of Led Zep-
pelin, for example, used a vin-
tage 1958 
Gibson  Les Paul gui-
tar when he played live and 
a 





vocalist and former SJSU stu-











"The reason why they are 




says.  "Now, musical 
companies cut
 corners and use 
cheaper parts so they can mass 
produce."
 
Guitars, for example, used 
to be made by hand. They 




 in the 
work because these people 
cared," 
Wilder  says. "They 
loved what they were doing. 
That's why Leo Fender made 
killer guitars. Now, Fender just 
cranks them out on the produc-
tion line." 
The guitars were also made 
with different materials, Wilder
 
says. 
Guitar  necks were made 
with Brazilian Rosewood 
which is now
 illegal to use. 
Today's manufacturers use less 
expensive woods like maple. 
Since Brazilian Rosewood 
became illegal to use, Steve 
Hewitt at Torres Guitars 
says 
the 
market  for vintage
 guitars 
has lost some 
popularity.  
According 
to Hewitt, most 
of the vintage 
guitar  customers 
are Japanese 
collectors  who are 
losing interest in 
buying  from 
Torres due to customs 
prob-
lems. 
"The market isn't doing too 
well right now. It's 
an import 
and





















tion,  a 
vintage  











all  the 
moisture
 and 
the  tree 
sap crys-
tallizes.  





















Starving  Musician employee
 











know  the 
differences  
between Brazilian
 and other 
msewoods, 
so
 the items get 
held up." 
The aging of a 
new instru-
ment,  like what Duran
 is doing, 
is available
 at only a few
 musi-
cal equipment
 stores, Hewitt 
store has
 applied


































cannot afford a vintage 
instru-







cians who stand 
a risk of get-
ting their 
equipment






tar on the Arsenio Hall 
show,  
had Torres age a guitar for him 




The market for vintago 
instruments is also waning 
because of the poor economy, 
says Bill Darm
 at Guitar Show-
case. Usually, a vintage
 instru-
ment's price can vary from 
$1,000 to $20,000. 
"We sell quite a few vintage 
instruments, but their sales 
haven't topped the sales of new 
instruments," Darm says. "Not 
too many musicians can afford 
to buy a vintage 
instrument'
 
But if the musician is 
willin4 
to make an investment in a 
viii 
tage instrument, it can gain 
value almost immediately, say, 
Jeff White at 
Starving  Musician. 
The purchase, however, can 





overnight because of 
Brian
 Setzer from the Stray  
Cats," he says. "And faded just 
as 
fast." 
Sometimes, the sound quail 
ty has little to do with 
why 
musicians strive for the vintAg, 
acquisition. 
Dan Sheaffor, who 
pLi 
drums for Gin, says he believe, 
in using 
vintage  instruments 
for 










use  a 
10






 "But you are 
also 
going to play some incredible 

















Its words and music may 
not be down -and -dirty or even 
straight -up alternative head -
bashing. But Best Kissers In 
The World's third album, 
"Been There," has soared 
at 
recycling Midwestern gas sta-
tion songs into rhythmic, 
happy formulas more suitable 
for the urban tastebuds of rock 
listeners. 
Lead vocalist Gerald 
Collier 
has an ethereal and barely out -
of -high-school kind of rugged 
voice that pounds like a 
sledgehammer into tuneful 
tracks 
about  young men wait-
ing for Mr. Postman and pon-
dering over edgy, cheating -
hearted women. 
The music itself puts you in 
mind of the Spin Doctors and 
maybe  even John Mellencamp 
without the Hoosier pride and 
sentimentality. 
"Bleeder"  is a slightly angry 
yet persuasively 
hyper -witty 





 Its lyrics yelp 
out tongue -and -cheek 
betrayal  
as with other songs on the 
album, such 
as "Goddamn," 




 Won't Get 
Under Me... 'nu
 I Get Over 
You"
 is a simple country and 
western 
song played way too 
fast.  
"Waltzing" is the 
only num-






But  don't paint them 
entirely as 




while a few 
members  were 
hitchhiking












The  World. 
While  
the  lyrics 






































priate question to ask of music 
is, 
"What kind is it?" In search 





of the most expressive of 




tening? May as 
well  read. Or, 
more likely, watch TV. 
But part of the beauty of 
music lies precisely in its abili-
ty to remind the listener that 
experience is never fixed; that 
meaning can be established in 
the most fantastical and 
diverse of ways. That was the 
case with jazz (people are still 
reeling) and that will no doubt 
be the case with ambient. 
Ambient, of course, has a 
history of its own, stretching 
through the work of Froese 
and Tangerine Dream, to the 
discreet music of Brian Eno, to 
the naturalistic musings of 
Arnold Schoenberg.
 But ambi-
ent's  most impressive period 
of growth, of evolution, is hap-
pening right now. And at the 
front of it all is Peter Namlook. 
Namlook is the owner and 
operator of Frankfurt's FAX 
records, the studio through 
which he has released over 100 
recordings in the past year. His 
compositions, a fractional 
excerpt of which 
is document-
ed on "The Definitive 
Ambient  
Collection: Pete Namlook" 
through Rising High Records, 
are nothing short of hypnotiz-
ing. This is not the chirping 
birds and sitar of you're par-
ents' new age records. This is 
music pared down to its psy-
chological roots; visual studies 
in the depth of 
sound.  The 
remixing of nature, its been 
called. 
But none of that is impor-
tant. What is important is that 
you hear his music. Ambient 
sits at the cusp 
of a paradigm 
shift in 
thinking, and none 
have communicated that as 
succinctly, 
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 it "Full Blown 
Dave," the
 title of A Western 
Front's new 
album,  was 
inspired by a poem written by 
a guy who founded a 
utopian
 









 anvil" and shouted 
songs  and lashed at metal 




 elbows. Basically, 
causing an immense 
commo-
tion. Somewhere in 
a cognate 
juxtaposition,  the Los 
Gatos -
based band induces a feeling 
that they could
 have been the 




Instead of flagellating metal 
objects, AWF does 
some
 bang-
ing on the aural 
senses.
 It's not 
as abrasive as it 
sounds,
 but 
there are some noisy, inclined
 
walls  of guitars. Those 
guitars  
are what drive this power-
pop -punk outfit, dressed with 
an overcoat of early Bowie or 
T-Rex. 
Even though they mocking-
ly sing "we're 
too slick for col-
lege 
radio,"
 they're far from it. 
Some of the raw, unpolished 
tracks could easily find them-
selves filtrating
 into the air-
waves of 
America's  college 
stations. 
Incidentally,  both 
bassist Dale Strachan and gui-
tarist Dave Mayer are 1989 
SJSU grads. 
"Dave" is the band's
 second 
album released this year. All 
the material on both "Dave" 
and the previous album, "The 
King is Dead, Long Live the 
King," were recorded in the 





 in the past 
year (they played about
 nine 
gigs), they will be touring the 
country near the end of the 
year with their big Rock 'n' 

















Win a trip 













* Happy Hour 
4-6 pm , 
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sell,  and trade new and used 
Records,










24TH  ST. 2350 MARKET ST. 980 SO. BASCOM 
S.F. 
CA
 94114 S.F. CA 94114 SAN JOSE, CA 
95128 
(415) 282-3550 


















Novelties  & 
Cards  
























N CITINT 4 I qq ) 5 
John Ornelis, left, and 
Bruce Webb enter the water with 




instructed  to 
perform  a bouyancy test with the 
pumpkins.  They were 
evaluated  on their 
abilities
 to distribute enough force on a floatable 











offer  the 
div 
taught by Lee Walton






















beachward from as far north
 as the Sea 
offers more it 
Ranch and 
Salt  Point to south of Carmel 
The students 
where  the open ocean waters pound 
things under
 
















 Monterey Bay including Carmel, Mon- 
equipment rr 
terey and Santa Cruz.


















































 Their job is to 
make  
























 divers a 











 way the ocean
































 in the 




























 diving deeper and 
deeper each weekend in order to 
prepare for the 115 -foot dive done at 
the end of the
 semester. 
Divers must do this in order to 
get used to the possibility of reacting 
to nitrogen narcosis, an anesthetic in 
the body causing people to lose their 
logic and become lethargic. 
Not only do the divers
 get a 










































"It's  a fun thing










can be a 










 SJSU was one of 
the 
first  universities to offer 
scuba diving and
 also one 
of the first 
to
 offer advanced scuba
 diving 
which started in 1969. 
Webb
 doesn't see scuba diving 
as an 
occupation in his 
future  but rather as a 
recreational 
activity.  
"It's  really hard to describe. It's like fly-
ing like a bird. You're at zero gravity and 




adjusts  his fins before 
entering 
the  water. Each diver wears 
a 
diving  




 gauge and 
depth gauge.
 The 
divers  wear gloves
 and hoods
 in order to con-
serve 




approximately  58 
degrees
 








certified  divers 
for life. 
Instructor
 Lee Walton 
fillets









About  15 fish 
were caught
 that day. 
The 
divers 
use  lights to 
selectively






































 in. This 
gives
 the diver 
less of 
a dis-
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& NIGHT  CLUB 
10905 Wolfe
 Rd. Cupenino 
Village 
featuring:
 RCTs Cpl. Pablo
 
Cupertino  00B-252-6296 
2130 North. 
Exit Wolfe Rd. 
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 :3 I3ig Hits  Matinees




 Dennis The Menace 
 "The (:ias,i,"
 Real I in tator 
396 S.First at San Salvador  
292-5811  
"1 
San Jose Campbell  
135w 
Santo Clans St 1610 S Bascom
 Ave 

















Pat  Travers will perform at 

















San Jose will be feeling kinda blue Sun-
day when it 
hosts  the Third Annual South 
Bay Blues Awards honoring  the top per-
formers of the past year. 
Headlining this year's show are blues 
greats James Cotton, Bo Diddley and Pat 
Travers. Other performers already con-
firmed are Joe Louis Walker, Lydia Pense, 
Lady Bo, Guitar Shorty, Lacy J. Dalton, 
Coast to Coast, Blue Band, John Handy 
and Lee Oskar. 
In addition the array of musicians, radio 
and television media personalities and 
stars from Bay Area sports teams will also 
be making appearances. 
The South Bay Blues Awards was creat-
ed back in 1991 and is produced by Moth-
er Lode Productions. Last year's sold -out 
show drew in 3,000 people who saw noted 
blues icons Albert Collins and John Lee 
Hooker. 
With the 
growing success of the awards 
show, future
 plans are to rename the event 
from the "South Bay Blues Awards" to the 
"Bay Area Blues Awards" and eventually 
become the "West Coast Blues Awards," 
according to creator Charlie Brechtel. 
"They have a rock
 and a country 
awards show (that are nationally
 tele-
vised) but not one for blues," 
Brechtel  
says. 
"Blues  came before rock or country 
and I feel it should be 
recognized.  Blues is 
a part of American history." 
Brechtel says the 
Bay  Area is becoming 
known  as the  West Coast capitol of blues 
and San Jose seems like 
the perfect city to 
host such an event. 
"San Jose is an up and coming city and 
there is a large 
amount
 of performers from 
the South Bay," Brechtel says. 
Last year, the 
South Bay Blues Awards 
raised more than 
$10,000
 benefiting the 
San Jose 
Unified  School District. The pro-
ceeds are 
used  to rejuvenate sports and 
music programs, 
benefiting  over 30,000 
students. The school
 district will distribute 
the proceeds
 to all 28 elementary 
schools,
 
seven middle schools 
and seven high 
schools in the SJUSD. 
The idea of aiding the 
schools also came 
from Brech-
tel. 
"I grew up in a 
bad  neigh-
borhood and music veered me 
away from crime and it really 
saved 
my life," Brechtel says. 
"If we could save one kid, I 
would be a happy camper. I 
feel we can make a difference." 
With the success of last 
year's show, hopes are high for 
the 1993 event. 
"We expect a large amount of 
donations," says event director 
Blu Hawley. 
The 1993 show has over 50 
confirmed sponsors and the 
number is growing. 
"This is the most unprece-
dented number
 of sponsors this 
event has ever seen," Hawley  
says. 
Besides the live perfor-
mances, 23 different 
awards will be 
announced. Some of 
the categories 
include best blues 
band, 
best  blues 
album, new blues 
band,
 best male and 
female vocalist, best 
original songs and 
more. 
But the biggest award 
will be one given to 
the 
schools. Budget cutbacks 
have been giving
 the SJUSD 
the blues and now the blues
 
will aid the 
district's  budget. 
Gabe 
Leon 
Tickets range from $10 
to $100 
and corporate VIP tables start at 
$1,000. 
Mother
 Lode Productions 
expects a sell out crowd of 4,000 
people to fill
 the San lose Civic 
Auditorium.
 The show 
starts
 at 3 
p.m. and should 
go





































































































































































X Randy Hayes 
X Robert Higgins 
X 
Louis Howard 
























X Noel Catura 
Danny Hull 













































































































X Michael Osborn 
X Gary 
Smith 




 and the 
Bosstalkers 
X Joice Walton and Sweet 
Scandal 
BEST NEW BLUES BAND 
Accidental Impact 
The Belairs 


































 "A Case 
for the Blues" 






 Shorty "Topsy 
Turvy" 
X 











































CHINESE CUISINE- FOOD TO GO 
'Mandarin 
& Stechuari 
'Box Lunches To Go 
Lunch 8z Dinner 
Catering Available 
294-3303 or 998-9427 
131 E. Jackson 
Street
 
6 blocks North of Santa Clara Between











provide  you with one 
hour 





Prices quoted are for a one 
color print on white 100% 



















12 OZ. BE FiS! 
10 oi..,0 












OPEN  UNTIL 3ANt 
THU.,FRI. & SAT. 
 .1ROCK
 N TACOS 
BAJA FISH TACOS
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V POUR. SUB POP 
-7 
SEAAA  
I Ti fROBLEM 
TOUCH AND GO 
Q COCTEAU
 TWINS 
U EVANGEUNE PI- CAPITOL 
 GHINGIS KNAN 
EXPERIENCE  
7 
TOREADOR  Cf LOVE- SUB POP 
A WIWAM S. BURROUGHS 
IV 
SPARE ASS ANNE 



























EVERY THURSDAY at 10 pm 




6 HOURS OF 
THE  BEST 
RAP, HIP -HOP, 
AND 
SOUL  
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT 
MIDNIGHT 
TO 6 AM 
WORLD 










 ) eft. 
Random 
IP '3 
imPln all the orgiastic wor-





 back from the 
seductive glow of endless 
programming
 to reflect (!) on  
Just how disgusting that 
could become. Worst case 
scenario: a nation of TV -
addicted, 
channel -gnashing 
idiots who think social trans-





 for everyone! 
Sound familiar?
 Yeah, well, 
George Coates thought so, 
too. But instead of succumb-





on it. A comment? 
What, like someone actually 
using their head in a produc-
tive way? 
Like,  reading and 
stuff? 
Yeah. The play's 
called 
"Box
 Conspiracy: An Inter-
active Sho." The plot is fami-
ly as focus 
group:
 husband 
and wife and daughter 
selected to participate in a 
test of broadband interactive 
television. And best of all, it 
doesn't cost them a dime! 
All the aural twinkles you 
can stuff into your system, 
and its all 
completely
 free! 
Or is it? What is the cost of a 
fast-forward/rewind/pause  
culture that can't slow down
 
the stream long enough to 
even realize that, in fact, 
nothing is being
 said, and 
everything is being wasted. 
This ain't moralizing, 
kidsit's fact, and Coates 
has nailed
 it perfectly. 
Coates, of course, is the cre-
ator of such multiweirdo 
installations as "Invisible 




and  is 
hailed 
left
 and right as the 




 all the crap of 




ing it down the toilet of his-
tory. How's that for a head-
stone? George Coates Perfor-





10 and shows through Dec. 31; 
tickets 
$17-$34;  call 415/863-
4130 for 
ticket








CREATOR MEETS CRATER 
While some artistic expressions 
manifest themselves
 on canvas, 
others venture beyond the two-
dimensional  realm. Sculptures 
and massive creations transfer
 
ideas that are larger 
than  the 
viewer, both conceptually and 
physically.  Those grand -scale 
erector set contraptions
 are 
hardly  a match for James Tur-
rell. His choice of muse: a vol-
cano. That's right, a volcano. 
Aptly titled, "The Perception
 of 
Space," examines the relation-
ships between light, perception 
and space. Space? Now that's 
an understatement. Turrell, the 
first visual artist to receive the 
MacArthur Foundation Fellow-
ship, uses the immense Roden 
crater near Flagstaff, Arizona as 
his muse. To say the world is 
his stage may be over exagger-
ating but the 
crater
 makes for a 
more  workable one. Turrell fills 
the depth with light and space 
experiences. The artist will lec-
ture on the work as part of the 
San Jose Museum of Art's 
"Art in 
Public  
Places"  lecture series. 
San Jose Museum of 
Art, 110 S. Market St., 
admission
 
is free, 6:30 
p.m., 
4498/294-2787.  
will draw on both of the afore-
mentioned 




Strange will present 
his quagmire of quark-
spawned sound to accompany 
the saxophone
 slum* of 
William 
Trimble.
 And, hey, no 
one has blacklisted the perfor-
mance  via interoffice memoran-
dums. Music Department Con-
cert Hall, SISU, donations $5 gen-




DIP INTO MEXICAN DANCE 
About the only experience with 
salsa the masses 
get  is the chip -
dipping frenzy 
during the foot-
ball game. Pico 
de
 Gallo aside, 
salsa is more than a condiment; 
it is a traditional Mexican 
dance. Never
 tried it? Rest 
assured Los Lupenos de 
San  
Jose will turn that other
 left 
foot into the right one. The folk 








implies a barrage of unrelated 
and unrelenting noise under 
the guise of "music." To 
others,  
the  
term defines a John Cage -
like 
venture
 into the concept 
that all soundno matter how 
dissonant 
or
 outside the 
bounds of conventional scales 
and instnunentsis music. 
Electro-acoustic musings often 
involve both. In honor of the 
eighth national American 
Music Week, music meets the 
computer related 
media.  
Amplified violin, computer 
controlled piano and general 




classes as well as a 
dance  party for people to show 
off their new 
found  adeptness 
on the dance floor. 
This,  as well 
as their upcoming
 events, are a 
countdown
 to Los Lupeftos' 
gala silver anniversary celebra-
tion in 




 attitude is 
required. Check any 
inclina-
tions to 
Lambada  at the door 
and trip the light
 fantastic°. Los 
Luperlos de 
San  lose studios, $8 
for class and dance 
party, $5 for 
dancing only, 
class 7:30 to 9 p.m., 
dance 





As much as the Vietnam War 
changed
 the social agenda 
in 
America, the
 change that 
occurred in 
the country where 
it took place is 
exponential  in 
comparison.  
Suffering
 in a war-
torn 
country





 moving to a new one 
are
 reflected in the works  of 
Vietnamese artists. "Viet-
namese 
Art:  Transition and 
Change" 
focuses  on just that. 
The Association for Viet Arts 
aspires to creating 
a distinct 
movement in the American art 
experience that draws on these 
themes.
 The images are moving 
and give 
an insight into a 
whole different perspective
 and 
experience.  What the artists 
have encountered, Americans 
may never know. But the works 
attempt to bridge that gap to 
unleash the emotions that drive 
them. San Jose City College 
Gallery, 2100 Moorpark Ave., 




LIKE THE KING 
When I was young, my 
father once told me: 
you are 
what




ing a giant turkey sand-
wich left 
my
 10 -year-old frame 
quivering with no 
choice but to 
leave the hall light 




 the same 
diet as 
another  would I 
encounter  the same 
fate?  If so, 
there is no way I 
















all, why would 








contains  over 













-killers  in a 
light  Prim-




pie.  After eating
 one of 
these 
dishes,  who 
wouldn't be 
found  on the
 toilet. 
Hell,  the 
King  was 
found  on his 
throne. 
Cynicism  





















 to meet 
the three 













 audience on 
a trip to 
Heartburn
 Hotel. 



















 place left where 
"what's
 your sign"
 isn't a 
cheesy 
pickup
 line. No, it's not 
the 
high
-five,  machismo-fest of 
San 
Jose
 Live. It's the New Age 
Renaissance 
Fair
 at the San Jose 
Convention  
Center.  I'm an 
Aries
 which is to say I'm stub-
born,  headstrong and opinion-
ated. 
Well, as for the latter, here 
goes: how the hell can stars 
have any 
relevance
 as to what 
my 
personality  traits are. And, 
darn it, if 
I 
have an aura, I 
sure 
can't
 see it much less 
tell what 
color 
it is. This is 






will be on 
hand at 







ing on arts, health and the spir-
















































































































shadow  of his 
former  self. 
Comic  books, and
 animation 
for that matter,
 is becoming 
increasingly 
geared  toward 
an older demographic. 
The spandex and bulging
 
muscles
 remain but the 
battles
 of the superheroes 





 and drug abuse. Hardly 
the topics one would find 
the 
Smurfs  struggling 
against. Junkie Smurf, 
Prozac 
Smurf  or Slacker 
Smurf won't be making it to 
Saturday mornings. Rest 
assured, 
the classics 
still  exist 
with all 





















up a subculture 
and monetary value
 along the 
way. 
At
 the LeBaron Hotel, ani-




 at the 
COMex Comic Book and Comic 
Collectible Show. Seminars on 
drawing
 superheroes and a 
movie room will
 be just some 
of the features 
at the show. I 
wonder how
 much I can get for 
that Aquaman glass I got at 
Burger King





















mover. She came from the Dar-
racq family 
and was adopted 
by
 Alan and Wendy McKim. 
She might have had trouble
 
getting started but when she 
did, boy did she rev her 
engines. After all, Genevieve is 





No, ska was not started
 by a 
bunch of Vespa riding, flight
 
jacket -clad 
Brits with a knack 
for 
syncopated  guitar riffs and 
checkerboard.  In fact, the 
Caribbean dance music pre-
dates reggae as the choice of 
Kingston yard
 parties and 
mobile deejays. The 
faster, punk -ori-
ented  version of 
ska, Two-Tone, 
was the British 
interpretation of the 
original
 whose lin-
eage of musical influ-
ence 
reached  to the 
American and British 
pop  
charts. In its purest  form back 
in the '60's, there was a group 
of musicians who would 
shape 
the sound of the 
genre 
as well as the emerging reggae 
sound. 
The  Skatalites are ska, 
plain and 
simple.
 When little 
known 
Kingston  rude boy 
Robert 
Nesta  Marley 
began  his 
career



























 From the laid-
back beats of the Caribbean 
shantytowns to the inky -inky 
sledgehammer of ska-core, the 
music still thrives. On 
Wednesday, November 10, the 
legendary Skatalites along 
with the Selecter, Special 
Beat, the Toasters and 
Durango
 95 will 
bring  
their syncopated 
sounds to the Santa 
Cruz Civic Auditori-
um. Rudies, rastas 
and the rambunctious 
can skank 
to their hearts con-




 Just ska, plain and simple. 
Santa Cruz 
Civic Auditorium, 
307 Church St., Santa Cruz, 
$16.50 advance,




"Genevieve" is one of Eng-
land's best loved comedies.
 
Bestowed with 
the "Best British 
Film of 
1953,"
 the movie is 
being 
resurrected
 at the Stan-
ford Theatre in honor of the 
famous London -to-Brighton 
road  rally, an event that 
started
 
as a celebration of abolishing
 
the 4 mile -per-hour speed limit. 
And people 
complain  about 
driving
 55. The brand new 
print
 was struck specifically for 
the Stanford 
showings.  Playing 
with "Genevieve" will
 be "The 
Titfield 
Thunderbolt"  and I 
refuse to comment on that title. 
Stanford Theatre, 300 Second St., 
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San 
Jose,  CA 95112 
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Orders  S.J .S.U. Students  Only I% 
service
 charge on checks 
Western Union  Check 
Cashing. Money Orders 
OPEN / DAYS  Mon. Fri.
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Get the Best 
Tasting












264 E SANTA CLARA ST (NEXT TO LUCKY AND
 LEE'S) 
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"The store 
opened  on October 
30,"
 he says. 
"We  started 
with 
almost
 nothing. We 
kept
 building and 
building. 
We've  also seen 
downtown 
grow a lot." 
The  shop's name 
and  physical 
locale
 





 He wanted to a 






atmosphere  of 









"I remember my 
first time going to 
Ron's Records in the City"
 Lopez 
explains. 
"When I got there, I 
saw a 
flight of stairs and 
wondered if I was at 
the right 
place;
 what was up the
 stairs? 
I wanted to bring 
some  of that same 
feel to San Jose." 
Though the shop 
carries  a variety of 
tapes and
 CDs, the main 
concentration  
is on records,
 both new and 
used. 
"We 












 and we're leaning 
toward 
vinyl," he says. "We special-
ize in dance music, such as freestyle, 
old school, 
house  and hip -hop." 
Lining  the shelves and racks of the 
shop, in original vinyl form, is a 
vari-
ety of formats. There 
is
 also consider-
able stock of hard -to -find remixes and 
imports. 
Customer  service is another impor-
tant factor
 for Lopez. He or his staff 
will open and play anything a cus-
tomer is interested in 
hearing
 before 
making a purchase. 
Upstairs  Records is one of a small 
group 
of
 music stores to be designated 
a "Billboard Reporter," which means 
that all sales are sent 
electronically  
from
 the shop to the magazine's main 
computer. Billboard
 uses this informa-
tion for tabulating its weekly dance 
music charts. 
Two years after opening his shop, 
Lopez began another venture: starting 
an 
independent
 record label also 
called "Upstairs 
Records."  The first 
single released 
by the label was 
"Girl," by a group called Daize. 
"The 
song  hit number one on 
Hot 97.7 FM and was number 32 
on the Billboard national dance 
sales chart," he says. 
Yet another business 
Lopez  
began in recent years
 is 
Jonathan Enterprises,
 a music distribu-
tion company. 
"I sell internationally and 
to stores 
across the United
 States," Lopez says. 
"It's strictly DJ -oriented products. Five 
different labels are carried by the com-
pany. We do really well. 
"I've learned a lot through these six 
years of business. There's always going 
to be ups and downs, but with a little 
bit of luck, and of 
course  knowing 











believe  this Sadie. 
but at the Pearl Jam concert 
some guy 





Invaded my aura. 
I felt so 
cheap.  
N4.1 
Yeah, they're, like, so 









Yeah, they're, like, so 
gluteally-oHented. 
So,, was he cute? 
Oh, my god! 
run 
rzst..j
 lt cz)b r-v L 
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Shari Kaplan 
CAMERA 3  S 2n0 & San 











CAMERA ONE  366 S First St.  294-3800 
SHORT CUTS 
EVERY SAT AT MIONIGIIT 
TOWNE















AT THE TOWNE 
"A ONE -OF-A -KIND FAY 
CAPTURING  THE 
SEXUAL 
































































X drinking person's bar! 
Where Fraternities 
& 
Sororities  meet! 
No 
drugs  or fighting! 
69

















































Now you can win a 
free Mete Ham 
Kong
 er 
a weekly $50 gift 
certificateesat  KIKU6U5H1.
 
just ty singing your
 tongs out. 
Choose from over 1000 titlee at our Pioneer Laser Karaoka 
Bar. 
Also, have a drink at our fully stocked cocktail bar. 
Come carts, 
for dinner & stay for the Karoke 
earltemast  
KIKUSUSHI  
JAPANESE  RESTAURANT  
STMINIRATT
 
408  725  1749 
